The richly illustrated book, Mapping in the Middle East, both continues and expands historian Zayde Antrim's exploration of Middle Eastern notions of belonging and ways of thinking about space that she initiated in her first monograph, Routes and Realms (2012) . Recounting Middle Eastern mapping "from the inside," before European hegemony, her new work is an inclusive one, comprising all that pertains to the geographical imagination, from Islamic manuscripts to contemporary art works. It also ambitiously covers some thousand years of mapping practices from the eleventh to the twenty-first centuries, within a space that stretches from "the Atlantic Ocean to the Oxus and Indus river valleys" (13). The work is organized chronologically, successively examining pre-Ottoman Arabic and Persian (tenth to fifteenth centuries); Ottoman (sixteenth to eighteenth centuries); late-Ottoman (late eighteenth to early twentieth centuries); and post-Ottoman (twentieth to twenty-first centuries) mapping, the last chapter acting as conclusion.
Antrim persuasively and systematically argues that a thousand years of mapping within the space that more or less corresponds to today's Middle East, produced a vision of the world that was defined by connectivity, mobility, overlap, inclusion, porosity and contiguity. Middle Eastern concepts of space and identity thus contrasted with the notions that appeared in seventeenth-century Europe, and that came to dominate the field of our present geographical imagination. Indeed, Europeans produced segmented, continental representations of the world that demarcated political and cultural divisions, asserted ethno-racial distinctions, and functioned as a means of hegemony. Antrim contends that starting in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, European continental spatial practices had become fashionable among the Ottoman elites. Ottomans first adapted European cartographic productions, creating novel syncretic works. Yet, by the nineteenth to early twentieth centuries, Antrim claims, Ottomans embraced both the form and the ideals of the European spatial imagination. This effected a reimagining of Middle Eastern identities that, in conformity with European archetypes, highlighted taxonomy, partition, segmentation, exclusion, and enclosures. The ideals that had characterized earlier Ottoman and Safavid traditions thus waned, replaced by practices that were to naturalize, rationalize, and objectify continents and ethno-linguistic divisions.
In the first and second chapters, Antrim argues that pre sixteenth-century Middle Eastern mapping conveyed a sense of "diversity in unity," and "distinctive yet porous categories of belonging" (13). Ottoman regional and superregional spatial representations and practices (17, 23) thus displayed a notion of "belonging" to a "Realm of Islam" that was inclusive (ethno-linguistically and religiously, Muslims and non-Muslims, Shi'a and Sunnis, etc.) (85). Such mapping emphasized the "transcendent interconnectedness" of people and places (53), rather than notions of ownership, territoriality, and sovereignty.
In her third chapter, devoted to European practices, Antrim discusses how by the seventeenth to eighteenth centuries, European continental mapping of the world entered in competition with Middle Eastern spatial traditions. Cartographers first innovatively appropriated European sources. Yet, the European cartographic vogue eventually displaced superregional and regional spatial notions. By the nineteenth century, colonial mapping had "fragmented" and "erased" earlier mappings, along with their embedded ideals of global (human, social, and cultural) intimacy (114).
In chapter four (using Turkey, Iran, and Israel as examples) Antrim contends that twentieth-century developments inherited from colonial mapping now conveyed European notions of "political modernity" (201-202). She counters the widespread paradigm that Europeans created twentieth-century Middle Eastern nation-state boundaries. Rather, and the distinction is crucial, "national" mapping borrowed from European nationalist ideals of spatial and national homogeneity, such ideals privileging the territorial association of "majoritarian" ethno-linguistic groups with discrete territories (175, 179) .
Antrim concludes by discussing the post-World War II re-emergence of superregional mapping that, following pan-Arabist and anti-colonial thought, has idealized Arab spatial unity and solidarity (the "Arab homeland"). She convincingly states that the decolonization of the Middle Eastern spatial imagination is an unfinished process. Less persuasive is her inference that post-1950s cartographies present an alternative to colonial, reviews Canadian Journal of History / Annales canadiennes d'histoire 54.1-2 © 2019 nationalist, ethnic partitions. For supra-nationalist mapping only slightly disrupts such partitions. Not only does it not dispute the nation-state -an irony that Antrim herself observes -but this mapping reinforces Orientalist notions of national particularism, racial identities, and an East-West dichotomy.
Throughout her pleasingly-written book, Antrim displays a creative, inquisitive, and eclectic mind that will content scholars and non-scholars alike. For its illustrations alone, Mapping the Middle East earns its place on library bookshelves. This certainly was the intent of the publisher, who has helped produce a narrative that will be agreeable to a non-academic audience, and that is at times almost pedagogical without, however, compromising its intellectual integrity. Moreover, this work is a visual feast, containing eighty-two gorgeous illustrations, mostly maps (evidently), as well as posters, stamps, art works, and other material artefacts. Antrim has thus produced an impressive work, both in its historical scope and in its expansive use of primary sources -well-known, which Antrim refreshingly revisits (charts, Reis, Idrisi), as well as less renowned ones.
While this book is too expensive for undergraduate students, it provides instructors in varied disciplines (European and Southwest Asian history and geography; literary criticism; Islamic, Arab, and Ottoman studies) with a solid reference work, as well as teaching tools (illustrations and selections). Mapping in the Middle East also (explicitly and) effectively offers a needed alternative narrative to the Eurocentric narcissism, and implicit universalism, of many cartography studies, as well as to Eurocentric articulations of politics and culture, power and representation, and space and identity. After long neglect, the study of piracy has emerged as a growth industry for historians. The curious (and almost exclusively Anglophone) prominence of piracy in modern popular culture may explain the neglect; after all, how "serious" could a historian be who focused on the low dealings of the swashbuckling scallywags in the Caribbean or the brutal kidnappers and slave-traders of the Barbary coast? Defoe's General History of the Pirates (1724) had memorably shown them, in semi-fictionalized form, as the scurrilous thugs they in fact were; Byron's The Corsair (1814) portrayed
